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Executive Summary

This report describes the work done at the Center for Process Analytical

Chemistry (CPAC) as the Phase 1 work scope of Westinghouse Hanford Company

(WHC) contract MLR-SVV-562951. The main emphasis of the Phase 1 project was

to investigate the feasibility of using spectroscopic methods, combined with

multivariate calibration, to quantitatively predict the moisture content of the crust

material in the Hanford waste tanks. This task was to look at several wavelength

regions, including the visible (VIS), the near-infrared (NIR), and the mid-infrared

(IR) spectral regions in order to determine the best wavelength range for further

investigation in later work. The overall goal of the project is to develop a

monitoring system for moisture in the waste tanks.

All the spectroscopic data presented in this report was collected on commercially

available spectrometer systems. The VIS and NIR studies used a spectrometer

system capable of scanning a wavelength range from 400-2500 nm with 2 nm

resolution and separate visible Si (400 to 1100 nm) and PbS NIR detectors (1100

to 2500 nm). All VIS and NIR spectra were collected in reflectance mode using a

standard powder sample cup and were co-averaged over 32 scans to increase the

signal-to-noise. For the IR studies, a FT-IR spectrometer system with a DTGS

detector capable of scanning over the range from 350-7800 cm "1with up to 0.5

cm "_ resolution was used. The IR spectra were collected using a diffuse

reflectance accessory at a resolution of 4 cm "1and each spectrum was the result

of 40 co-added scans over the spectral range of 400-4000 cm _. All the FT-IR

spectra described in this report are referenced to the diffuse reflectance spectrum

of dry KBr powder and are reported in absorbance units.

All experiments were conducted using the BY-104 Salt Cake Simulant provided

to CPAC by WI-IC. The samples were prepared by first drying the bulk surrogate

material for forty-eight hours at 160°C in an oven. The BY-104 material was

ground by hand using a ceramic mortar and pestle before and after drying to
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remove any largechunks and providea fairlyuniform granular powder. The

influenceofparticlesizeon the moisture determinationwillbe investigatedin

Phase 2 ofthisproject.Standard additionsofwater were added tothe samples

ofdriedsurrogateby sprayinga finemist ofde-ionizedwater on the dry material

followedby thorough mixing.The sample was weightedbeforeand afterthewater

additionsto findthe weight ofwater added. AILthe water concentrationsare

reportedas a weightpercent(wt%)water inthe totalsample and ranged from zero

w_c% (drystartingmaterial)toapproximatelytwenty-fivewt%.

All the calibration models discussed in this report were developed using the

multivariate method of Partial Least Squares CPLS) regression. Cross validation

was used to determine the number of factors to use in the PLS models and to

avoid the overfitting problem in the calibration models. The second derivatives

of the reflectance spectra in both the VIS and NIR regions were generated to

eliminate baseline shifts due to changes in scatter and sample position. For the

TRspectral data, several different baseline correction and preprocessing methods

were investigated before forming the PLS models.

The results of the various models are presented in Table I below. From the table,

one can see that the NIR model gave the best prediction results with the simplest

model. For all the other approaches, additional model factors were required to

account fbr nonlinear behavior in the relationship between the measured spectra

and the moisture concentration. However, all the models had prediction errors

that were better than 1.5 wt% water over the full moisture concentration range

(0-25 wt%). For the IR spectra, it was observed that there were marked spectral

differences between samples with water content above and below approximately

I0 wt% water. This roughly corresponds to the saturation level for moisture in

' ' ir
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Number S'Ea_.dard Siope of Persons's Standard
of Factors Error of Regression Correlation Error of
in Model Prediction (R2) Statistic Estimation

,, ±, , . _ '_ ,. ,, _ ..' ,

V IS 2 1.474 0.979 0.98 1.27
Spectra ,,,...............

NIR i 0.476 0.997 0.99 0.42
Spectra .........

Raw IR 2 1.415 0.961 0.98 1.31
Spectra .........
IR Mean

4 1.529 0.957 0.98 1.36
Normalize

,. , .,. ,,, ,,,,, .. i , ,,.,.

IR Area 3 1.710 0.944 0.97 1.55
Normalize

,. , , m,-.

IR First 3 1.297 0.968 0.98 I. 18
Derivative

.....

"-IR Second .......3 1.141 0.975 0.98 1.04
Derivative _ __

IR Kubeika- .........4 1.319 0.968 0.98 i. 18
Munk

, ,,,, , , ,, , ,,,, , ,, ,, --, i , ,,,,

[RMSC 3 1.192 0.972 0.98 1.09
(each set}

,, i-_ , • , ""' " '

IR MSC 4 19.67' 0.972 0.98 1.10
(combined)

, ,,, ,, ,, , ,,, ,

IR LOW 3 0.412 0.978 0.99 0.34
Model

, , , , ,, ,, ,

IR HIGH 3 1.328 0.891 0.94 I. I 0
Model

,, , , ,,,, .,,,.,,, , ,, , ,, ,

IR LWR ........
6 0.680 0.989 0.99 0.677

Model
, ,, , ,, ,,, .., ...... .,, ,

Table I. Summary of regression statistics for the VIS, NIR and IR
models. Please see the full tee for a description of the
various model treatments.

the BY-104 crust surrogate (i.e., the subjective point where visual inspection

suggested that additional moisture added to the dry surrogate was not being fully

adsorbed). The IR LOW and IR HIGH models are derived from the spectra of those
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samples with water contentabove and below i0 wt%, respectively.The low water

model gave very good results while the higher water model was about the same

as the best full set models. Finally, the nonlinear method of locally weighted

regression (LWR) was investigated to account for the nonlinear IR response tn the

two moisture concentration domains. The LWR model gave very good results even

without any preprocessing of the spectral data.

In this phase of the study, we have concentrated on answering the question

related to the prediction of moisture content using spectral information. Since

this preliminary study was only aimed at establishing the feasibility of the

approach, many aspects of experimental design were chosen to eliminate factors

that could complicate this relationship. Variations due to differences in the

compositional makeup of the crust material, particle size effects, and

experimental setup were not investigated. All'these factors could complicate the

prediction of moisture from the spectral measurements. These effects will be flatly

explored in the next phase of the work. l_ased on the results obtained in this

preliminary study, the optical determination of moisture content is certainly

possible. Although many issues remain to be resolved, we believe these results

establish the basic feasibility of the approach and it is anticipated that moisture

in the Hartford waste tanks can be determined from optical reflectance

measurements made on the crust material.

Since different spectral regions were studied in this Phase of the project, one can

make some general observations as to the relative merits of each spectral region

concerning moisture monitoring. For the NIR region the standard error of

e_;timation is roughly half a weight percent for water while for the VIS spectral

region it is about three times larger and the IR results are somewhere between the

two (depending on the preprocessing used). The NIR and IR models were also

better suited to predicting the low, or zero, water concentration samples than the
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VIS model. Finally, the NIR model was the simplest model in that the nonlinear

corrections (requiring additional factors in the VIS and IR models) were not

required for the NIR model.

While the visible model was not able to achieve the same level of performance, the

results obtained using this spectral region may prove to be more than adequate

for the monitoring needs in the waste tanks. Certainly a visible light sensing

system has some attractive aspects in terms of low cost and simplicity. While the

IR results showed that good calibration models can be developed with suitable

preprocessing, there are also some inherent drawbacks to the IR technology as a

remote sensing system. First and perhaps most important, the IR radiation will

have a very limited effective interaction path with the solid crust material.

Variations due to changes in the compositional makeup of the crust material.

particle size effects, and e,,cperimental setup will all most certainly complicate die

prediction of moisture from the IR spectral measurements. Of course the other

spectral regions are also affected by these parameters albeit not as stringently.

Also one has to consider the cost of instrumentation, ease of use and calibration.

and suitability to the monitoring environment all ofwhich a_-e slightly against the

IR technology. The NIR spectral region has the advantages of more light

interaction with the surface and sub-surface material due to the inherently

greater penetration depth of the 5FIR radiation, simpler calibration procedures.

and potentially more accessible and cheaper hardware required for remote

sensing or fiber optic sensing.

Therefore, we recommend that the further development work for the moisture

monitoring effort concentrate on the NIR spectral region. Our results show that

NIR gave very good predictive models and its many advantages for working in the

taxfl¢ environment make it the most likely candidate for successful implementation

as an on-line monitoring met.hod. Issues remaining to be resolved are the effects
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of surface topography, variation between waste ta_rLl¢s, and probe design and

deployTnent. "l_nese Issues will be addressed in the planned future phases of fine

project.
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Introduction

This report describes the work done at the Center for Process Analytical

Chemistry (CPAC) as partial fulfillment of the Phase 1 work scope of

Westinghouse Hartford Company 5VHC) contract MLR-SVV-56295 I. The main

emphasis of the Phase 1 project was to investigate the feasibility of using

spectroscopic methods, combined with multivariate calibration, to quantitatively

predict the moisture content of the crust material in Hanford waste tanks. This

task was to look at several wavelength regions, including the visible, ,'IS). the

near-infrared (NIP,), and the mid-infrared (IR) spectra/regions to determine the

best wavelength range for moisture sensing. The overall goal of the project is to

develop a remote monitoring system for measuring moisture in waste tank

materials (sludge, cake, etc.). This report will present the results for all three

spectral regions (the IR, the NIR, and the VIS). The main criteria for evaluation

will be the predictive ability of the calibration models derived from the spectral

measurements in estimating moisture. This report represents r.he completion of

the Phase 1 study to determine initial feasibility.

The rational for this project stems from the Unreviewed Safety Question {USQ)

regarding the potential for ferrocyanide to react with oxidizing materials, such as

nitrates and nitrites, under certain conditions to produce uncontrolled exothermic

reactions leading to explosive conditions. It has been determined that the

presence of water in excess of 12 wt% will suppress the ferrocyanide propagating

react/ons at ferrocyanide concentrations up to 26 wt% (dry basis). _ Furthermore,

the ferrocyanide reaction will not initiate below 220 ° C and will not propagate if

the fuel concentration is below about 13 wt% (dry basis). Sufficient moisture

levels will contribute to the overall safety of these tanks by 1) diluting the
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reactantsbelow the stoichiometriclevelsneeded forreaction,2)providinga heat

sink tomaintain tank temperaturesata safelevel,and 3)providethe quenching

needed topreventthe postulatedrunaway reactions.

Therefore, knowledge of the moisture content of ferrocyanide bearing waste tanks

is important to determine the safety status of a tank. Continued monitoring of

the moisture content of the tanks may be required to demonstrate that a tank is

being maintained in a state of controlled safety. It is the continued long-term

monitoring aspect that is addressed by this proJect. In order to monitor the waste

material moisture in a cost effective manner, remote non-invasive sexasing is

preferred. There are a number of tanks that potentially need to be monitored and

access to the tank interior is restricted. Due to the nature of the waste stored in

the tanks, direct sampling of the tank material for moisture determination is

problematic in terms of sampling, worker' safety, analysis cost. and waste

disposal.

Remote optical spectroscopy, combined with chemometrics methods for

calibration, has been shown to be very useful for monitoring manufacturing

processes. CPAC has developed many such applications for our industrial

sponsors. It is ex-pected that much of the same technology could be applied to the

moisture monitoring of the ferrocyanide tanks. There are three main issues that

need to be resolved prior to implementing the on-line moisture monitoring

utilizing optical methods. These are:

= Feasibility must be established showing that optical measurements

from tank crust material can be related to changes in the moisture

content. Wavelength regions that are sensitive to the water content

of the waste must be identified and quantitative models developed to

predict the moisture within a satisfactory accuracy. That is the

focus of this report and Phase I of this project.
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• Characterize the factors that influence the optical measurements.

such as compositional effects, scattering, refractive index, and mat_rb:

effects, which could affect the performance of the moisture

prediction. Associated with this effort would be work to prove the

feasibility of remote monitoring wiflatn the geome_'s of the waste

tanks. This is the subject of the Phase 2 work scope.

• Engineering required to implement the remote monitoring optical

system in the tank farm environment. Associated with this issue is

design of the sensing system, resolution of environmental effects,

such as head space humidity and scatter, transfer of the moisture

calibration methods from the laboratory to field systems. These

issues are deferred until Phase 3 and are largely dependent on the

successoftheearlierphases.

Associated with this project will be the need to relate the moisture determined

through optical measurements from the tank crust surface to moisture within the

bulk material in the tanks. Since it is anticipated that the optical measurements

will only be able to sample the uppermost crust material, it will remain up to

WHC to establish that the crust moisture represents a bounding condition for the

bulk moisture. In order to establish this relationship, it may be necessary to

monitor the bulk moisture through secondary means, such as a pennetrometer

or core hole. Homogeneity of the tank will be an issue in resolving this question

but extensive bulk sampling of the tanks is not feasible.
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Experimental

The spectroscoplc data presented here was collected on cornmercially available

spectrometer systems. For the V'IS and NIR studies a spectrometer system

capable of scanning a wavelength range from 400-2500 nm with 2 nm resolution

was used. The instrument contains a visible Si detector that covers the spectral

range from 400 to I I00 nm (visible and short-wavelength NIR) and a PbS NIR

detector that covers the spectral range from 1 I00 to 2500 nm. The instrument

is capable of operating tn either the transmission or reflectance mode with

separate detectors and amplifiers for each mode of operation. All spectra for this
I'

study were collected in reflectance mode using a standard powder sample cup and

sample transport accessories. To increase the signal-to-noise, 32 scans over the

full spectral range were co-averaged to obtain each of the reported spectra. The

systemusesan internalceramicreferencestandardtoautomaticallycalibratethe

wavelengthaxisand to ensureHnearityofthe wavelengthsover time. The

spectrometerand sample systemwere controlledby an IBM-PC classcomputer

usingthe vendorsuppliedsoftware.

For the IR study we used a FT-IR spectrometer system with a DTGS detector.

This system is capable of scanning over the range from 350 - 7800 cm "_with up

to 0.5 cm "_resolution. In this work we used a resolution of 4 cm "_ and each

spectrum was the result of 40 co-added scans over the spectral range of 400-4000

cm "_. All the IR spectra described in this report are referenced to the diffuse

reflectance spectrum of dry KBr powder and are reported in absorbance units.

The tnstnm_ent and data collection are directly controlled through an interface

to a standard IBM-PC style computer.

Initially, we proposed to use a direct reflectance fiber optic interface to the

instrument for introducing the samples to the FT-IR optical beam. However, given
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the spectralrangeto be covered,and thehigh costand limitedavailabLlityof

suitable infrared fibers, the initial studies were conducted using a standard

diffuse reflectance sampling accessory that fits directly in the optical beam of the

instrument sample compartment. In retrospect, this arrangement makes more

sense for the initial feasibility studies since we are able to obtain the spectral

information without anomalies or problems associated with the fiber interface.

It should be noted that MID-IR fibers are commercially available for selected

wavelength ranges and could be used in further studies if needed, although the

stability of these fibers to the radiation environment found in the waste tanks has

yet to be established.

All experiments were conducted using the BY-104 Salt Cake Simulant provided

to CPAC by WHC. The samples were prepared by first drying the surrogate

material for forty-eight hours at 160_C in an oven. It was observed that the

moisture content of the bulk surrogate was approximately I0 weight percent

(wt%) as supplied by WHC (gravimetrically determined by weight difference before

and after drying). The crust material was ground by hand using a ceramic mortar

and pestle before and after drying to remove any large chunks and provide a fairly

uniform granular powder. This grinding step was deemed necessary to facilitate

even distribution of the added water and to remove the influence of particle size

on the moisture determination. Without grinding, the crust material forms large

aggregates, or chunks, during the drying process. The influence of particle size

on the moisture determination wiU be investigated in Phase 2 of this project. This

material was again oven dried and placed in a desiccator between experiments.

For the VIS and NTRexperiments, standard additions of water were added to the

samples of dried crust surrogate by spraying a fine mist of de-ionized water

followed by thorough mixing. The sample was weighted before and after the water

additions to determine the weight of water added at each addition as well as to

account for any material lost during transfer to and from the sample cups. All
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the moisture concentrations are reported as a weight percent (wt%) water in the
total, sample, TWo spectra were measured for each of the water addition steps by

removing the sample cup and reinserting it in a rotated orientation between scans

to determine any dependence on sample orientation. Table 9. below shows the

experimental data for the VlS and NIR experiments. For the IR experiments.

materials were prepared in a similar manner except each sample was prepared

directly from the dried surrogate rather than using successive standard additions

of water. The samples were weighted before and after the water additions to find

the weight of water added for each sample, Table 3 below shows the experimental

data for the IR experiment.
i

'Sample Weight Before Weight After Weight H=(D Total
Number H=O Added (g) H20 Added (_ Added (_ Wt% H20

23 4 50.005 50.005 0.000 0.000
5 6 50.005 50.370 0,000 0.730
7 8 50.367 50.958 0.365 1.192

9 10 50.940 51.740 0.231 2.792
lI 12 51,721 52.117 0.800 3.585
13 14 52.08]. 52.840 0.396 5.105
15 16 52.799 53.4.96 0.7,59 6.502
17 18 53.460 54.412 0.697 8.41 l
19 20 54.344 54.948 0.952 9,624
21 22 54.890 55.478 0.604 10.806
23 24 55.410 56.663 0.588 13.328
25 26 56.553 57,382 1.253 15.000
27 28 57.244 58.247 0.829 17.028
29 30 58.024 58.764 1.003 18.529
31 32 58.269 59.122 0.853 20.225
33 34 58.728 59.756 1.020 22.393
35 36 58.624 60.256 1.632 25.820

" ,=',; _ , z:_ ,,,, "- '' _' ....

Tabl¢ 2. Experimental design data for the VIS and NIR water standard
addition experiment.
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Using the instrument's standard sample cups for the VIS and NIR measurements

limits the high water concentrations to about 25 _/o due to seepage of excess

water from the sample containers. We have obtained a separate reflectance

detector accessory for the instrument that _ allow for more flexibility in making

up the samples and their composition. This probe allows the detectors to be

moved to the sample at any orientation and distance using a fiber optic to

transmit the incident light. Unfortunately, this attachment was not obtained in

time for it to be used in this first phase of the work. At any rate, the range of

water concentrations measured adequately span the critical 12 wt% value cited

above. Since the crust material is expected to be dryer than the bulk sludge

material (reported to be 40 to 60 wt% water), we believe this experimental range

is sufficient to establish the feasibility of the moisture calibration.

For the IR ex-periments, the surrogate plus water samples were loaded into the

sample cup and leveled prior to insertion into the spectrometer. No attempt was

made to ensure uniform a sample surface other than leveling the sample to the

top of the sample cup. Since the samples ranged from a dry powder to a slurry

(depending on the amount of water added), the relative packing of material, the

surface roughness, and the effective particle size will all vary depending on the

water content. The effect of these parameters on the obtained FT-IR spectra v4U

be discussed further in the result section. Five FT-IR spectra were measured for

each sample. Each of the five spectra is of the same sample but the sample was

removed and reinserted in a rotated orientation between scans to help determine

any dependence of the measured spectra on the sample orientation due to surface

irregularities.

The data, consisting of the spectra collected from the spectrometer and the

recorded weights, were transformed from the vendors binary data format to a

IVIATt,AB2 compatible ACSII data format using the supplied software. The

transformed data was then transferreJ from the PC to a UNIX workstation where

..................................................................................................... _...............................................................................................I_l_ .......II-fil................1 ..............................i =
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the analysisand calibrationmodel development were done using M.AT_. Re

MA_ scripts used in the analysis are available from CPAC upon request.

Sample .....weight Before .... Weight After TotaIVv:t%
Numbt_r H20 Added (g) H20 Added (_ H20

..... . _ ,, ,,

+i - 5 2.2750 ' 2.2891 016160

6- I0 1.5645 1.6005 2.2493

11 - 15 i .6173 1.6650 2.3694

16 - 20 2.3556 2.4133 2.3909

21 - 25 1.9054 2.0183 5.5938

26- 30 1.7959 1.9360 7.2366

31 - 35 1.9464 2.0803 6.4366

36 - 40 2.1030 2.3472 10.4039

41 - 45 2.4367 2.8156 13.4572

46- 50 2.2649 2.6270 13.7838

51 - 55 2.2395 2.6809 16.4646

56 - 60 2.3820 2.8074 15.1528

61 - 65 2.4937 2.9987 16.8466

65- 70 2.2952 2.9520 22,2493

71 - 75 2.0049 2.4560 18.3673
,, . ,,, , ,,,, .......

Tabl_ $. Experimental design data for the FT-IR water standard
addition experiment.

Results and Discussion

All the calibration models were developed using the multivariate method of Partial

Least Squares 3'+'5 (PLS). This method is described in Appendix A. In order to

develop the "best" calibration models, It is necessary to balance the desire to

reduce the error of prediction with the need to avoid overfitting the calibration

data. This was done by relying on the statistical method of cross validation to

determine the number of factors to include in the PLS calibration models. Cross

validation is a technique by which part of the calibration data is held aside when

............................................................ _ ..................................................................................................................................... _.................. i.................. _li-'+
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developing the model and then using the model with the held aside data to predict

the quantities of interest. Since one knows the correct values for the estimated

parameters, the predicted residual error sum of squares (PKESS) or the standard

error of predicUon (SEP) can be estimated as a function of the number of factors

in the model and the data splitting scheme. Several data splitting schemes were

investigated and all gave essentially the same results.

VIS and NIR Spectra

Before the analysis of the spectroscopic data, several preprocessing steps were

performed. First, the spectral data was split into the visible and NIR portions in

order to assess separately the relative value of each spectral region in determining

the moisture content of the crust surrogate. Secondly, the second derivatives of

the reflectance spectra in both the VIS and NIR regions were generated in order

to eliminate baseline shifts due to changes in scatter and sample position. This

was accomplished using the pka2nddv.m MATLAB script written by CPAC.

Finally, the spectral data were mean centered before developing the PLS models.

While not strictly necessary, mean centering simplifies the interpretation of the

models. Without mean centering, the models generally require an additional

factor simply to describe the average spectrum in the calibration set. In practice,

little difference was observed between the models developed with mean centered

data and those developed with the uncentered data.

The next two sections will describe the PLS models obtained for the VIS and NIR

spectral data, respectively. In both cases, the b.ighest water samples (sample

number 35 and 36) were found to be outlier samples in the PLS models. This is

probably due to the problems related to moisture leakage from the sample cup

mentioned above. Another possibility is that there is a nonlinear response of the

water at b_igher concentrations. This wiU be investigated fm-ther with the remote
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reflectanceprobedescribedaboveas partofthePhase 2 work.In theremaining

analysis,thesesampleswere removedfrom thecalibrationdata set.

The outlier samples can clearly be seen in Figure 1 where the sample leverage

versus the studentized residuals is plotted for the NIR PLS model. The leverage

of a sample is related to the importance of that sample in determining the PLS

model. The studentized residuals are simply the calibration set concentration

residuals corrected for the leverage of each sample. The use of studentized

residuals is preferred over the straight residuals since high leverage samples tend

to have lower residuals due to their influence on the model s. In a plot of this type,

the identification of outliers and clues about why they are identified as outliers

can be accomplished. Samples with studentized residuals outside the limit lines

(determined from standard t-test statistics at the 95% confidence level) are

identified as outlier samples. There are several rules-of-thumb that can be used

in interpreting these plots.

• If a sample has low leverage and low errors, it is considered a

representative sample that is modeled adequately by the mudel. This

would be considered a "normal" calibration sample.

• A sample with low leverage and high errors would most likely be an

outlier in the reference concentration values (water wt%) since its

spectral response is fairly typical flow leverage). This would be

considered an outlier sample.

• A sample with high leverage but low error indicates that this sample

has influential spectral response and but that the model influenced

by that response does an adequate job or estimating the

concentration values. This would be considered an influential sample

but not an outlier. However. it may be advisable to collect more
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samples in this region to reduce the model's dependence on relatively

few high influence samples.

• If a sample has high leverage values and high errors, t.hat sample is

probably an outlier in the spectral response. The model has worked

extra hard at incorporating tl_e sample's irfformation but still fails to

give adequate estimates of t.heir reference values. Tt_s sample could

be considered either an outlier or an iruquentlal sample. It is hard a

/)r/or( to figure out if _ese samples have errors in _e spectra or

concentrations or if they are simply extreme samples in _e normal

calibration space. At any rate, more samples should be collected to

resolve the ambiguity.

Leverage versus Studendzed Residuals for l-Factor Model
4 , , ,

36
• 35

3

._ .

o .. . 78
_a 28

• ' _2
-i 27

-2 m........ , ,, • • _ L. _ __ ......

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07

Leverage Values

Figure i. Leverage versus studentized errors for the MR PLS model
0tn_t lines represent 95% cortl_dence levels) indicating
samples 35 and 36 as outliers
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In thisplot,one can see that the outliersamples (35 and 36) have bot.hhigh

leverageand high residuals,Therefore,theymay be considered"urttque"samples

wit.heitherspectralresponses or concentrationvalues outsidethe range of the

linearcaltbraUon model. The high leverageindicatesthatthese samples were

highly influentialin determirLtngt.hemodel, but the fitto the moisture

concentration values was poor. Given that all the samples at the high and low

water levels received high leverage in the model, these samples are probably

outliers due to errors in the water concentration value. Samples 35 and 36 were

the highest water concentration samples and a likely explanation for the water

concentration error is water seepage from the sample cup (as explained in the

Experimental section above). The water concentration errors are positive

(indicating a predicted moisture value lower than the "true" values) which is

consistent with this explanation. The analysis of Figure I displays the valuable

insights into the calibration model one can obtain from this type of plot. These

samples show the same characteristics in the leverage versus studentlzed error

plot for the VIS PLS model as is shown above for the _ model. In the remaining

analysis, these t_vo samples were removed from the VIS and NIR data sets.

VIS Calibration Results

The visible spectra, shown in Figure 2, consist of a broad band absorbance with

several humps, or shoulders, related to the water features. No attempt was made

to ident_ the specific electronic transitions responsible for the observed spectral

features. In the plot, each line is really two separate spectra corresponding to the

replicate measurements for each sample. The derivative spectra, shown in Figure

3, clearly show the spectral features due to the variation in the water

concentration after the broad spectral trend has been removed. Note that the first

50 data points in the spectra have been zeroed because of the derivative

operation.
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VIS Calibration Set Spectra
i , ,
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FiCure 2. VIS spectra for the calibration set.

x 10-4 VIS Calibration Set Spectra (2nd Derivative)
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Figure 3. Second derivative spectra for the VIS calibration set.
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From thecrossvalidationstudies,itwas foundthata two-factorPLS modelgave

thebestpredictivemodel. In thecrossvalidationteststheStandard Errorof

PredictionCSEP)was foundtobe 1.47forthetwo-factormodel,Table4 shows the

amount ofspectralIX-block)and moistureconcentration{Y-block)information

resultingfrom each PL8 factorofthemodel.

,,,, ,,, .... , , L.L

]1........'.x:Biock , Y-b ook , ,,,,, ,

:Factor # This Total _s Factor TotalIL......F cto
96.721 96. 2

2 2.025 99.026 .....5.624 99.i85
, , ,

: := ' L ,,

Table 4. Percent variance described by the VIS PLS model factors.

The first factor of the model describes most of the information present in the

spectral and concentration blocks while the second factor describes a relaUvely

minor amount of additional variance. The combined 2-factor model accounts for

over 99% of the information in each block. While there is only a single component

of variation in the experimental design (i.e., the variation in the water content),

the PLS model uses two factors in the calibration. Typically, the presence of the

second small factor beyond the expected rank of the system is indicative of a

small corrective term to account for some nonlinear behavior in the relationship

between the spectral responses and the water concentration. Since PLS is an

inherently linear regression method, it handles nonlinearieties by adding

additional factors. For a simple curve, PLS wmdd use one factor to explain the

least squares fit line of the curve and a second factor to describe the variance, or

scatter, of the curve points off the least squares line of the curve. For more

complex nonlinearity, the PLS model would approximate the curve by successive

linear approximations.
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"/T_emodel estimation results for the calibration set are shown in Figure 4 where

the actual water concentration is plotted against the values estimated by the

model. In this plot, one can see that there is still some structure in the residuals

(i.e., the variation off the regression line is non-random) especially for the low
I

water concentration samples. Also note that the errors, or residuals, are generally

larger for the samples at the lower range of the moisture concentration. This

suggests that the 2-factor PLS model was not able to completely model the water

concentrations from the spectral ird'ormation. The prediction results for the

calibration set are also listed in Table 5 below. Some regression statistics for the

calibration model are given in Table 8 later in this section.

Number H20 Wt% H20 (Error) Deviation
' "',, : ,,,I _ ,, '" ,':",, ,...... .

2 3 4 0.000 -1.577 " 1(577 0.4-52
5 6 0.730 0.221 0.509 0.034
7 8 1.192 2.772 -1.580 0.122

9 10 2.792 5.180 -2.388 0.066
11 12 3.585 5.937 -2.352 0.052
13 14 5.105 6.128 -1.023 0.136
15 16 6.502 7.056 -0.554 0.146
17 18 8.411 6.652 1.760 0.252
19 20 9.624 8.448 1.176 0.247
21 22 10.806 10.556 0.250 0.084
23 24 13.328 12.339 0.989 0.000
25 26 t 5.000 13.846 1.157 O.046
27 28 17.028 17.768 -0.740 0.569
29 30 18.529 19.295 -0.766 0.642
31 32 20.225 21.007 -0.782 0.221

33 34 22.393 21.168 1.226 O.144
' ,H, : . .....

Calibration model results for the VIS spectra using a 2 factor
PLS model.
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Actual versus Predicted Valuesfor VIS
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Figure 4, Actual versus predicted water percent weight values from the
VIS 2-Factor PLS model.

In order to better understand the calibration model, it is instructive to

look at plots of some model components. One of the most telling plots

is to look at the X-block (spectral) scores versus the Y-block

(concentration) scores for each of the two PLS factors• These axe

shown In Figures 5 and 6 for the first and second factors, respectively.

In Figure 5 one can clearly see that there exists a nonlinear

relationship between information described by the scores In the X and

Y blocks. If the spectral response and concentration information

described by this factor were perfectly described by a linem"

relationship, one would expect to see all the score values to fall along

the 45 ° line. If the spectral response and the concentration were

completely uncorrelated, one would expect to see a random

distribution of the scores centered about zero (for mean centered data)•

In Figure 5, the modeled relationship is somewhere between these two

extremes. Samples 9 through 32 follow a roughly linear relationship

............... _....................... 11"1I'11i' --
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but the low range water concentration samples are not well e,x"plaJned

by the linear relationship between _e spectra/response and t.lnewater

concentration. The highest water content samples are also not well

ex3)lalned by _e first factor of the model. These l'Ligh and low water

concentration samples have score v-alues _at lie off _e linear

regression line (i.e., there is a sigrulficant bias in t/_e modeled

relationship for these samples),

FactorIX-Blockvs.Y-BlockScores,VIS(m)2-Factm"Model
5 i ii . l.lllii • l ii . || . i,,lll i. . i i ii, i., _ u

3132
• t
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FigureS, X-block (spectra) versus Y-block (concentration} scores for
the first factor of the %rIs PLS model.

Figure 6 shows the same plot for the second P_ factor. In this plot, the

differences between the middle water concentrations and the high and low water

concentrations are ex1_lalned. Although it is diIllc_t to visualize in _e plot. _ere

is a progression, or "looping', of _e score va/ues related to _e differences

between tl_e _gh and low water content samples and those samples wi_ mid-

range water content. The score v-alues start out in t/_e upper quadrant wit/a

samples I-4, move toward _e lower quadrant (samples 17-20), and t,hen return
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totheupperquadrantv_.thsamples31-34."I2_erefore,t1"ztssecondfactorcan be

interpretedasa correctiontothefirstfactortoaccountforthenorLUnearoptical

responseatthee.-<trerneends ofthewaterconcentrationscale.

Factor2 X-Blockvs.Y-Block Scores.VIS (m) 2-FactorModel
iiilll i, •_ i ,ntl , • i ] lln • " C .... • ............

31

2 32'30 29

m, o- .qs "
• ,+

.L920 2_L

.2- 9 .t0
l_
,o

_ • ..... i ........ L , ,i ii , 1111 i __.
--,,

-13 -I -03 0 03 l 13

X-BlockScores x lO 4

FJgM.T.¢._X-block{spectra)versusY-block{concentration}scoresfor
thesecondfactoroftheVIS PLS model.

Figures7 and 8 show thespectralresponsescoresand loadingsforthefirstPLS

factor.Inthescoresplot.one can seethenonlinearprogressionoftheLowwater

concentrationsamples(recallthatthefirstfoursamplesarethezerowateradded

samples}.Samples 10 -35 have scoresthataresteadilyincreasing.The loading

plotshows thewavelengthregionsbeingdescribedby thisfactor.Most ofthe

informationdescribedby thisfactorisinthe regionbelow 800 nm with onlya

smallcontributionintheregionbetween900 and I000 nm. As expected,the

loadlngscloselycorrespondto the main featuresof the averagederivative

spectrum.Figures9 and I0show theresponseblockscoresand loadingsforthe

second factor.Again.in Figure9. one can see _at thisfactoris mainly

describingthedifferencebetweenthemid-rangewaterconcentrationsamplesand
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FactorIScores,VI$(m)2-FactorModel
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Figure 7, vIS sample scores on the first X-block factor of the PLS
model.
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Factor 2 Scores,VIS (m) 2-Factor Model
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Ftgur.e 9. VIS sample scores on the second factor of the PLS model.
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Figure I 0. VIS spectral loadings on the second factor of the PLS model.
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the spectrafrom those samples with high or low water concentrations. The

loadings plot, Figure 10. shows that the correction represented by this factor is

predominantly concerned with the wavelength regions from 525 to 650 rim. 900

to 1050 nm, and the leading edge of the absorption at 450 nm.

The regression coefficient estimated by the 2-factor PLS model is shown in Figure

I i. This regression coefficient vector, when multiplied by the VIS spectra will

yield the estimated water wt%. This regression coefficient vector is a linear

combination of the first two factors loading vectors shown in Figures 8 and 10.

Its main contributions come from the correlated spectral regions around 450 nm.

700 nm. and 980 nm and the region from 550 nm to 650 nm.

RctressionCoeff. forV]S (m) 2-F3ctorModel
._000 ..........

2900 ..... _

.o f?".--.__

0 I- tj'41

o -2ooo ......f:l

ill

IP-,.-lO00 ......

°_ ...... , )l i i

-8000 "
400 500 600 700 800 900 lO00 I I00

WivclcallU'i(nm)

Figure I I. VIS calibration set regression coefficient vector for the 2-v

factor PLS model.

...................................................................... _ ................ _ <_,_._ . ,_ . -_ ..................... _ ................... _._ .......... io_
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NIR Calibration Results

The original NIR calibration data spectral responses and their second deriva+Ave

spectra axe shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. The prominent features of

the spectra are the water combination bands at 1925 nm and 2250 nm and the

first overtone band at 1425 nm. It is interesting to note that the NIR spectra of

the dry BY-104 simulant shows almost no spectral absorbencies in the NIR

region. This feature makes the NIR region ideally suited for the moisture

determination since interferences from other consUtuents are not likely to affect

the NIR moisture calibration model. The presence of organics in the actual waste

tank material may lead to other spectral features in the NIR spectra. However,

the water bands are sufficiently sharp (due in part to the high alkaline nature of

the waste material) that correction for the organic absorptions should be possible.

This should be investigated in future work.

The offsets observed in the raw NIR spectra, shown in Figure 12, axe mainly due

to the variations in scatter and sample placement, as well as the absorption due

to the variations in the water content. The net effect results in an increasing

sloped baseline with increasing water content. This is commonly observed in NIR

spectroscopy and is usuallycorrectedby takingthe second derivativeof the

recordedspectra.The derivativespectra,shown inFigure13.clearlyremoves the

baselineoffsettrend and revealsthe spectralchanges due tothe varyingwater

concentration.The shoulderon rightofthe OH firstovertoneband at 1425 nm

may be indicativeofthe differencebetween freeand bound water in the sample,

As mentioned above, the sharpness of the water absorption bands is related to the

pH of the sample and has been used to estimate the sample pH of highly alkaline

solutions. In the planned Phase 2 work, we will investigate the pH effect and

detertntne ff NIR spectroscopy can be used to predict the pH as well as the

moisture content in the waste tanks.
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NIR Ca/ibr_o_ SetSpectra
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Figure 12._ NIR spectra for the cal/bratlon data set.v

x10-3 NIRC_librationSet Spec_a (hd Derivative)
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NIR second derivatLve spectra for the calibration data set.
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The optimalcalibrationmodel fortheNIR spectrawas found tohave i PLS factor

by cross validation.Since the experimentaldesign involvedonly one planned

source ofvariation(i.e.,the water concentration)the inherentdimensionality,or

rank, of the system should be one. Therefore,one would expect a singlefactor

calibrationmodel intheabsenceofinterferencesand nonlinearabsorptioneffects.

For the V'IScalibrationmodel (discussedin the sectionabove) the calibration

model was actuallyof rank two due to the inclusionofan additionalfactorto

account forthe nonlinearVIS spectralresponse overthe calibrationrange. For

the NIR spectralregion,the spectralresponse to moisture variationis well

describedby a singlelinearfactor(i.e.,thereareno nonlinearitiesthatrequirea

second factortoexplain).In thissense,the NIR spectralregiongivesa simpler

calibrationmodel than the "v'ISregionand thereforeismore desirablefrom a

calibrationstandpoint.

The percent variance described by this single factor model is given in Table 6

below. This single factor model accounts for over 99% of the spectral and water

w_% information contained in the calibration set. The estimated water wt% values

for the calibration data set are listed in Table 7 and the estimation results are

plotted in Figure 14.

II X-Block.......Y:block
'Factor# 1ITI"_S Factor "' Total' This Factor ) ,,iTotal

I 1 II 99.26_ 99.26'_J 99.6(_0 99.6'60,, ,, ,, ,,,,,

Tab!(_ 6. Percent variance described by the NTR calibration set PLS
model.
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ActualversusPredictedValuesforN_ s

20 ! -
I0

5¢h

0

._ , i L__._ __ ,,, & ,,, ,,,., i • ,,
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Actual P_c_'tt Wa_

Figure 14. Actual versus predicted percent water weight from the NIR
1-factor PLS model.

As can be seen in Figure 14 above, the single factor PLS model for the NIR region

fits very well over the full moisture concentration range with only slightly higher

errors for the f'LrsttWOlow water samples and the highest water sample. Contrast

these results with the visible spectra model results (shown in Figure 4 above) and

it is clear that the NIR model performs significantly better, especially in the lower

moisture concentration range. In the VIS model, the lower moisture samples were

not well explained by the model with significant residual structure in the

predicted concentrations. The NIR model shows very consistent predict.ton results

over the full moisture concentration range with a predict.ton standard deviation

typically less than 0.1 wt% water. This good performance is partly attributed to

the lack of interfering absorptions from the surrogate material in the mR spectral

region. Since the dry BY- 104 surrogate is nearly transparent in the NIR (in the

sense that it exhibits no specific absorptions), the PL,Scalibration model can focus

on the water absorptions without correcting for secondary interferences. Also, the

NIR response to water concentration follows a linear relationship.

r
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"Sample Actual Mean Predicted Mean Resic{ual Standard-
Number Wt% H20 Wt% H20 (Error) Deviation

4 0.000 -0.48:i" " 61'481 0.003

5 '6 0.730" 0.12# '" 0.604 0.652

7 "8 1.192 i.584 -0.392 0.093

9 10 2.792 3.449 ........ -0.657 O.f'()4

11 ....i2 3.585 3.97i ' -0'386 0.037

_Lf3 14 5.105 5138C) -0.27'5 .... 0.009
... , ,, ,,. ,

15 16 6.502 6.585 -0.083 0.027

' 17 18 8.411 .... 8.'456 " -0.045 ....0.038

19 20 9.624 "91791 -0.167 ...... 0.032

21 ....22 i0.806 10.8t_4 -0.058 0.6,15

23 24 i3.328 13.222 .......... 0.106 0.0'72

25 26 15.002 i4.600 ...... 0.402,' " O. i22

27" 28 1'7.028 17.585 -0.55# ' 0.449

29 30 18.529" 18.552 -0.023 0.078

....31 32 20.225 20.545 -0.320 0.6'54

33 34 22.393 '2,1.'553 0.841 ..... 0.0].3
.,, , , .,, ,,,

Calibration model results for the NIR spectra using a 1
factor PLS model.

Again, it may be useful to discuss some features of this model although with a

single factor contributing to the model, the interpretation is straight forward. The

single factor NIR model dld not e,'chlblt the same nonlinear response seen in the

VlS model and so only a single factor was required. The regression coefficient is

shown in Figure 15 and shows the contribution from the O-H combination band

at 1900 nm, the O-H first overtone band at 1400 nm, and a minor contribution

from the O-H combination band at 2200 nm. Since there is only one factor in this

model, the regression coefficient vector Is Identical to the loading vector for the

single factor of the model. It is interesting to note the shoulder on the peak at

1420 nm that may be indicating the difference between free and bound water,

although further studies will be needed to verify this observation.
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RegressionCodf.for_ (m)l-FactorModel400 ....

200....... _

"_ -200 .... -....

.acn - ., ,,

-600
1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600

Wavelength(ruI0

Figure 1 5, Regression coefflcient vector for the NIR 1-factor PLS model.

Some summary statistics comparing the VIS and ICIR calibration models are

presented in Table 8. Clearly, the NTR model does a better job at predicting

moisture than the VIS model, probably due to the lack of any nonlinear terms in

the NTR model and the lack of interfering spectral features due to other sample

constituents in the NIR region. These results will be discussed further in the

conclusion section later in this report.

[R g essio,',St uStloVlS......" ....", '_ ,,= , ,,,,,_

.... Slope 0.979 0.997

'-' Y Intercept '0.133 ........0.031
'R :_ ..... 0.96'_) ' 0.997

std. Error of Est. 1.274 ' ' 0.424

Correlation (r) ' 0.985 0'998
,, ,,. ,, ,........... .,_ ....

Regression statistics for the VIS and NIR PLS models.
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IR Spectra

The FT-IR spectra for six successive scans of the dry surrogate base material are

shown in Figure 16 below. The most interesting feature of this plot is the offsets

observed for the various sample spectra. The only difference in the sample between

these scans is the orientation of the sample cup in the diffuse reflectance accessory.

Therefore, the observed baseline offsets are most likely due to differential scatter

effects resulting from irregularities in the powder sample surface. It is well known

that surface scattering effects are prominent in diffuse reflectance FT-IR and there

are several "standard" methods available for correcting the scatter effect before

calibration. Among these are area normalization, mean normalization, Kubelka-

Munk corrections, spectral derivatives, and multiplicatlve scatter correction (MSC).

The results of applying each correction to the spectra shown in Figure 16 are shown

in the Figure 17 below.

RawFT.IR SpectraforDryBaseSuro_;ar_(6 spectra)

1.5 ......

i i i

0 500 1000 1500 2(M_O 2_(_ 3(2(20 35(}0

Wavenum_r(cm-1)

Figure __. Six FT-IR spectra of the dry surrogate material used as the
staz'ttng base for the moisture experiments.
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From the plots in Figure 17, it can be seen that qualitatively,the mean

normalizationand the MSC methods were bestatremoving the baselineoffsets.

A lesssubjectivemeasure ofthe effectivenessofthevarious"scatter"correct.ton

methods v:lllbe givenbelow where each method was appliedbeforeforming the

calibrationmodel.

MeanNormalized 3x10-3AreaNormalizedI ilrllllii i _ i i _iiJill, ,ill _ --i

ot ',I-1 , ,' ...., , 0 ........
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 0 I000 2000 3000 4000

Kubelka.Munk MSC
3 15

,, I
0 0L ........" "

0 I000 2000 3000 4000 0 10(30 2000 3000 4000

Fixture 17, Different baseline correction methods applied to the IRv

spectra shown in Figure 16. For each plot, the x-axls
corresponds to wavenumber (cm "_) and the y-axis to
normalized, or arbitrary, absorption units.

Before the calibration results are presented, there are several interesting features

of the FT-IR spectra that are worth noting. The most important observation is

the sharp change in spectral features that occurs between samples with 7.23 wt%

water and those with 10.49 wt% moisture added. This is shown in Figures 18

and 19. The spectral features between 1500 cm "Land 2900 cm 4 are increasingly

obscured, or reduced, at the higher water concentrations. Also, the absorbance
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between 2900 cm "tand 3100 cm"tis furtherreduced at the higherwater

concentrations (which shows up as an increasingly negative peak relative to the

average absorbance). This change in the FT-IR spectrum at about 10 wt% water

corresponds to the point at which added moisture is no longer fully adsorbed into

the dry base surrogate material. It is difficult to speculate as to the exact

mechanism contributing to the change in spectral response.

Sample28 and38 (7.23and I0.4,wt%water)FT.IR
.5 i • iii i i w ii • i _ ii1|11• i __ i _llm ii i , i ii1|11

1-

_" 0.5

/
,wr i • t -_ • t

.... ,t .... i,

o 5oo _ooo _5oo 2ooo 2500 3000 3500 4000

Wavenumber(cm-l)

Figure 18_ FT-IR spectra showing the marked difference in spectral
response. [Samples 28 and 38 having 7.23 and 10.4 wt%
moisture, respectively].

As the base material becomes saturated with water the inter-partlcle spaces

within the sample are close to being tilled with free water. Consequently. the IR

radiation (which has a very short effective penetration into the sample) will

experience a much shorter mean free path before being adsorbed or diffusely

scattered and detected. In essence, the IR beam will see less of the Initial sample

due to its reflection and/or adsorption by the tree water. Without further studies
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it would not be possible to determine if the change in the spectra actually

corresponds to the difference between bound and free water in the sample.

Indeed, the observed behavior may not be even be representative of results that

might be obtained with the actual tank crust due to different crystalline and

particle structure found in the actual waste tank. Further experiments would be

needed to fully understand the mechanism of this observed phenomenon.

Him wI;%.._aterbolo!v I..0% ............
I0 .... , " A_

_ ii ii ,, ........... ,, ,ll lllll,

q5 i ill, ill, i i .... ' ............

0 500 1 )(30 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 ,tO00

I0 ............... Sam_leswi_ wt_'owaterabove!.0._ .........

0 ......... "_

..... ,...

*5 "

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 _tO00

Wavenumber(cm-1)

_Figure _!9. IR spectra of s_es with water below I0 wt% and with
water above I0 wt%. [Samples 3.8.13.18,23.28,33 in upper
plot and samples 38.43.48,53, 58.63,68,73 in lower plot.]

Another possibility is that the difference in observed spectra is related to the

increased specular reflectance, relative to the diffuse reflectance, caused by the

increased surface smoothness of the wetter samples (which are more paste, or

slurry, llke in appearance than the drier samples. We performed some trtitial

experiments that would tend to rule this out, however. The diffuse reflectance

accessory used in this study incorporates a fiat plate that can be rotated down to
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set perpendicular across the sample surface, This plate bisects the sample and

prevents t.he specular reflectance component of tile scattered light from reaching

the detector, When this plate was employed, we found no structural difference

in eider Me high or low water content sample spectra. This would tend to

su_gest that t.he marked change in Me observed spectra is due to some o_er

phenomena of _e light/surface interaction rat.her _an an increased specular

reflection component at the higher water content.

The second maln point about _e observed spectra is that Me observed "baseline',

or "average absorbance', is not strictly related to _e water concentration, "I3zis

is especially true at the lower water concentraUon as shown in Figure 20. This

effect is most likely due to subtle differences In tile sample level within _e sample

cup and positioning t.he cup at _e same posiUon wi_in _e diffuse reflectance

accessory', "1"he level of the reflecting surface wi_in _e diffuse reflectance

apparatus is related to _e total _roughput of the spectrometer/accessory

system. IdeaJly, t.he sample surface should be e.xacfly at t.he focal point of t.he IR

beam wi_in _e sample chamber, Difficulties in filling _e sample cup to the

same level wiM sample, and differences in sample sLu-face "roughness"

contribute to _e variable offsets observed. Of tile baseline correction me_ods

discussed above, o_y t.he MSC met.hod does a very' good job or removing t.his type

of offset. "rTzisis expected since t.he oMer meMods work by only correcting the

baseline of a single spectrum at a time wl'_Llet.he MSC me_od estimates the

correction over Me entire set of spectra in Me calibration set. In _e calibration

modeling result discussion below, we will describe how tile baseline offset problem

affects _e cadibration model results,

.................................................................................... _....... _..... _ .... _.. .................................................................................... .................................................................. .................. , ................................
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Saxnpleswith differentwatercontent
2 . , ,, i,,, i, ,,, , ,, ,, , ....,,, ,, ,, r,,,, ,, ,

_ _ • r ll| ,,, l, , ,,L , ,,, : :....

i,, ,, ,

-o.5o- 5oo _ooo _soo 2ooo _oo 3ooo 35oo 4o0o

Wavenum_r(cm-I)

Figure 20, IR spectra showing the different offsets independent of the
water content. The labeled spectra correspond to: I) Sample
#3 with 0.616 wt% water, 2) Sample #8 with 2.249 wt%
water, and 3) Sample # 13 with 2.865 wt% water.

The third observation from the measured FT-IR spectra is that, at low water

concentrations, the thermal energy of the IR beam can actually dry the sample

over the course of the spectral measurement. This can be seen in the spectra for

the second set of data (water wt% of 2.25) as shown in Figure 21. It takes about
i

one and a half minutes to complete the 40 scan averaging required to accumulate

a single spectrum. However, the sample is exposed to the IR beam even while the

instrument is not actively acquiring data while it is in the diffuse reflectance

sample chamber. The fact that the IR beam is drying the sample is further

verified by observing that the portion of the sample at the focus point of the IR

beam is a lighter color than the sample near the edges of the sample cup. As the

surrogate material is dried, it becomes almost sandy in appearance and as

moisture is added Ltbecomes increasingly darker brown or reddish.

..................... _" ............................................................._ --_ ...................................................................I IF'_.............Vii....
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Figure 21. Spectra of Sample #2 (2.25 wt% water added) showing the
drying effect of the IR Hght beam (the numbers correspond
to the order the spectra were collected and span an
exposure time to the IR beam of approximately 10 minutes).

PLS Results for Raw Spectral Data

As a point of reference, the uncorrected baseline spectra were used to develop a

PLS calibration model relating the vet% moisture to the measured FT-IR spectral

responses. In all cases the data was mean centered before computing the PLS

model. Cross validation studies were performed to estimate the optimal

complexity, or order, for the PLS model. Adding additional factors the PLS model

wiU always improve its ability to fit the calibration data. However, at some point

adding more factors just fits the calibration data and provides no improvement

in the ability of the model to predict new samples, and sometimes will actually

degrad, the model's predictive performance. This is know as the overflttmg

problem in regression.
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In crossvalidation,partofthe calibrationsetdata isheldaside and not used to

determine the model. "l]_eestimated model is then applied to the spectral

responses ofthe held aside data topredictthe concentrationvalues. Since the

actual concentrationsfor t1"flsheld aside data are Icno_n. estimates of the

predictionerrorcan be obtained.TIztsprocessIsrepeatedmultipletimes,each

time Increasingthe compl_,cttyofthe P_ model by adding artadditionalfactor

to the model (up to some predetermined maximum number of factors).The

predictionerrorsarethen examined as a functionofthenumber offactorsinthe

estimating,model. Generally,t.hepredlctionerrors_ drop rapidlywith added

model factorsup tosome pointafterwhich additionalfactorsproduce onlyminor

errorreduction.Additionalfactorscan leadto slightincreasesin t.heprediction

errordue tocalibrationset"noise"being Includedinthemodel. Repeated cross

validationstudiesareoftenrun toensure thattheresetswould be representative

forunlmown spectralpredict.tonby removing a differentportionoft.hedata for

each crossva]idatlonstudy. Vv2111etime consuming, tJ'ttsprocedure providesthe

most reliablestatisticfordetermLrdngthe predictiveabilityofa calibrationmodel

while protectingageinstoverfltttngthe data. Inallcases,we prefertoacceptthe

somewhat pessirnisticview that any increasein predictionerror at a given

number offactorsisjustificationtostopadding more factors,even ifadditional

factorseventuallyresultin a lower totalpredictionerror.Wlztlethiscriterion

resultsinP_ models with higherSEP values,we feelitisjustifiedinterms ofthe

relatively small number of samples in the calibration set.

For the uncorrected spectral data, the cross validation studies Indicated that a 2-

factor PLS model was most appropriate. While the system we are studying has

only one component of variation in the experiment, the amount of water, the

above discussion of the observed spectral features would certai_y lead one to

expect that the real rank of the calibration set is greater than one. The percent

variance described by each PLS factor in the spectra (X-block} and concentrations

(Y-block) are given in Table 9 below. The first factor of the PLS model used about
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half the information in the spectral responses to describe, or model, about 80%

of the wt% water information. The second factor again uses about half the

spectral information, but in this case describes only about 15% of the

concentration information. Overall, the 2-factor PLS model accounts for most of

the information in the spectral and concentration blocks of data. The summary

statistics for the complete PLS model are given in Table I 0 below. In general, the

PLS model on the uncorrected spectra did surprisingly well considering the large

spectral variations discussed above which are not, or only indirectly, related to

the percent moisture content of the samples.

J[ X-Block
Y-Block

Factor # This Factor Total This Factor Total

1 43.794 43.794 81.567 81.567
,, i

2 53.211 97.000 14.518 96.085

Table 9. Percent variance described by the FT-IR PLS model factors
using the raw spectral responses (i.e., no baseline
adjustment).

JJ' Standard Error of Prediction 1.4153

Slope of calibration line 0.9608

Y-axis intercept 0.402
R2 0.9608

Standard Error of Estimation 1.309

Pearson's Correlation Coefficient 0.980
i ,,

Table I0._ Summary statistics for the PLS 2-Factor model based on
the raw, or uncorrected baseline offset, FT-IR spectral
responses. The standard error of prediction (SEP) is based
on the leverage corrected residuals for the calibration set.

........................... _............................................................................................ ii_lr lllllilU............................................................... ......... ;_-_
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The actual regression model results are plotted in Figure 22 and listed in Table

I i below. As seen from the fit results, the PLS model does not do a very good job

at fitting the spectra from the second set of samples (water vet% of 2.25) or the

highest water content set of samples (water wt% of 22.24). These samples were

all under estimated in the w_% water, The PLS model identified samples 9 and

8 (both from the second set of samples) as potential outliers in the leverage versus

studentized error plot. Sample 66 was also identified as an outlier sample (in the

spectral response) and the rest of the high water samples (67, 68, 69, and 70)

were identified as high leverage samples Just below the 95% Limit for outlier

classification. Sample 16 from the third set of samples (2.86 water wt%) was also

flagged as a potential outlier in the same plot. When samples 66, 16, 9, and 8

were removed from the calibration set the SEP was improved from 1.413 vet% to

1.248 _rt%. The model also over estimated the water vet% for the samples from

the eighth set of spectra (10.4 wt% water). Again. samples from this set (36, 37.

and 38) were very close to being outside the 95% confidence limit for outliers.

although their leverage on the calibration model was average. Much of the poor

performance of this model can be attributed to the separate problems of the

baseline offset and different spectral responses for high and low water

concentrations described above. Before we address solutions to these problems

it may be useful to look at some information available about the PLS model.

Compared to the VIS and NIP, models (described above), the raw IR model

performed about as well as the VIS model but not nearly as well as the NIR model.

Both the IR and VIS models require more than a single factor in the model while

the NIR model achieved its better results using only a single factor. The IR model

did perform more consistently over the full moisture concentration range than the

VIS model which performed poorly at the low moisture range.
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Actualvc'rsusPredicted ValuesforFT.IR

I_ x x

o ,K"1w

._ , | k , , , f ,,,, "

0 5 I0 15 20

Actual P_rc_t Wa_-r

Figure 22. Actual wt% water versus predicted wt% water for the 2-
Factor PLS model obtained from the uncorrected FT-IR

spectra.

One of the most useful features of the PLS modeling method is the ability to

graphically view the relationships between the spectral data (the X-block) and the

concentration data (wt% moisture, Y-block) that are contributing to the regression

model. This allows the analyst to not only derive a predictive model, but also to

gain important insights into the understanding of the model. The PLS modela

decomposes each block of data into a set of orthogonal, or independent, basis

vectors, or factors (often called latent variables), and bases the regression model

on the relationships between these factors Therefore, information is available on

the inherent structure present in the spectral domain and how that structure is

related to the structure in the concentration domain For each factor of the PLS

model, one can readily identify which samples and wavelengths are contributing

to that factor and how that spectral information correlates to the variation of the

concentration information for each sample
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............ Mean
Sample Actual Wt. Mean Predicted Residual Standard
Number HeO Wt. H20 (Error) Deviation

"' '' i ,,,. ...........,,, t t •,,,,.. ,_; , ..... , ,1 -- 5 01"6 60 0.960 0.344 0.476

6-- 10 2.2493 0.456 -1.793 1.075

11 -- 15 2.8694 4.249 1.384 0.518
16-- 20 2.3909 3.922 1.531 0.746

21 -- 25 5.5938 5.010 -0.584 1.483

26-- 30 7.2366 6.982 -0.255 1.028

31 -- 35 6.4366 5.868 -0.569 0.543

36 -- 40 10.4039 12.253 1.850 0.525
41 -- 45 13.4572 12.388 -1.069 0.705

46 -- 50 13.7838 14.265 0.481 0.771

51 --55 16.4646 15.460 -I.005 0.464

56 -- 60 15.1528 15.425 0.272 0.277

61 -- 65 16.8466 17.734 0.893 0.391

66 -- 70 22.2493 20.262 - 1.987 0.624

71 -- 75 18.3673 18.874 0.507 0.487
,,, .... ,, .... .,

Table I I. Calibration model results for the FT-IR spectra using a
2-factor PLS model.

One of the most interesting informational plots available from the PLS model is

the relationship between the factors in the spectral domain and the factors in the

concentration domain. Since we only have a single Y-block variable (the wt%

water concentration), the Y-block Ioadings (the relationships among the variables

within a block of data) will simply be a scalar for each factor and not very

interesting to plot. However, the sample scores (the relationships among the

samples within a block of data) reveal important structures in the data and show

how each sample's spectral response contributes to the X-block scores and how

its concentration information contributes the Y-block factor scores. By plotting

the factor scores in the X-block against the Y-block, we also reveal information

about how the samples contribute to the relationship between the block.
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Examples ofthese types ofplotsare shown inFigures23 and'24 below fort.he

firstand second factorsofthe model.

FactorIX-Blockvs.Y-BlockScores,FT-[RRaw Data(m)2-FactorModel
15 . .....
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Figure 23. Firstspectralresponse block factorscoresplottedagainst
thefirstmoisture concentrationfactorscoresforuntreated

IR data model. Solid lineis the leastsquares relation
between the factorsinthetwo blocks.The "(m)"inthe plot
titlesays thatthismodel was derivedfrom mean centered
data.

From the plot for the first factor, shown in Figure 23, one can clearly see that this

factor is mainly describing the difference between those samples with high water

content (samples 61-65, 66-70, and 71-75) and those with very low water content

(samples 1-5 and 6-10). All the remaining samples have scores on both factors

that are near zero indicating that this factor is not using their information in

determining the relationship described by this factor. In other words, this first

factor is mainly describing the gross changes between the spectral responses of
l

samples with low water (below i0 wt%) content and those corresponding to high

................................................... _ ........................................................................................'ilnJ...............................................iil[[.................................................................................................."
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water contentsamples (abovei0wt%) describedabove. Furthermore,itism_nly

using the driestand the wettestsamples tomake thedistinction.From thisplot

we could conclude that a l-factorP_ model would be able to predict the

differencebetween dry"crustmaterialand materialwith water contentsabove 15

wt%. However, such a model would not be very'useful in predictingwater

concentrationsbetween thesetwo extremes.For longterm monitoringsituations,

itmay be sumclent toknow ifthe water contentofthe crustisabove or below a

certainthreshold. In thisscenario,a very"cheap IR sensing system could be

devised--providedthatthe moisturethresholdcriteriaoccurredsomewhere near

15 wt% water.

Factor2X-Blockvs.Y-BlockScores,FT.IR Raw Data(m)2-FactorModel

6 43 54 •
• 5344

? 7 .
o , 66 10

o

-4- 0.,'_3

1_17 1116
• . . . • ,

.6 !
i ,, ,,,, _ ,, i _ , , i5 -10 - 0 10 15

X-BlockScore_

Flgur¢ 24. Second spectral block factor scores versus the second
concentration block factor scores.

The second factor of the PLS model describes the linear relationship be_veen the

samples with intermediate water concentrations and their respective FT-IR

spectral responses. In this plot (shown in Figure 24) one can again see a

clustering of samples with moisture above 10 wt% (samples 36-56) with high
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posttlvescoreson the X-block factor,samples wi_ moisture from 5 to 7 wt%

(samples 21-35) with intermediatenegativescores on the X-block factor,and

t/qosesamples with water concentrationaround 2.5 wt% (samples i1-20)wi_

largenegativescorevalueson the X-blockfactor.Itshould be noted thatthose

samples withverylargescoreson the firstfactorofthe model [samples i-10 and

66-75)have scorevaluesnear.but not at,zerosuggestingthatthereisaddltiona/

informationabout thesesamples thatwere not describedby the firstfactorthat

is being described by ks second factor. Also notice that there rema/ns

considerablescatteroffthe regressionlinerelatingthe factorsinthe two blocks.

_s indicatesthe"noise"levelinthespectralresponsest/natisnotbeing modeled

by the2-factorP_ model. Thisnoiseistheportionofthespectra/responsest/nat

isnot modeled [i.e.,t.hespectralresiduals).

Finally,itisusef_ tolookat the portionofthe spectralresponse that isbeing

included inthe model. This isobtainedby plottingthe P_ model loadingsas a

functionofwavenumber. "["neX-blockloadingsrepresentthe variationinspectral

response that is being used to model the relationshipbetween the spectra/

doma/n and theconcentrationdomain foreach factorofthemodel. "lqaeseloading

plotsare shown in Figures25 and 26 forthe firstand second spectralblock

factors,respectively.

For the first factor, the spectral loadings plot Figure 25, shows that almost all the

wavelengths received the same loading, or weight, in the model. Therefore, this

first factor can be assigned the interpretation of a baseline offset. However, the

loadings do show some structure so that the "offset" is a multivariate correction

that is different for different regions of the spectra rather than a simple univariate

scaling or subtraction term. Notice that wavelengths below about 600

wavenumbers do not show significant loading values so the "offset" correction

does not change that region of the PT-IR spectra much. Recall from the earlier

discussion, that this first factor is mainly modeling the difference between the dry
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and very wet samples (above 17 wt% water) and provide very little distinction

among the samples with intermediate water concentration. Therefore. if one was

only interested in predicting the difference between dry crust material and high

water content (above -15 wt%) material, one could monitor almost any of fine

wavelengths above 700 cm "t wifin the most likely region being from 900 to 1500

cm -t.

FactorI Loading.RawFT.IRData(m)27.,FactorM,odel ....-O.OI .....................

-0.015 -

_ •

/ .........0.03 - '

.......,- r t!

-0.04
0 500 1000 I500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Wav-.nmber(cm-1)

Figure 25. Spectral loadings for the first factor of fine untreated IR data
PLS model.

The second P_ model factor loadings in fine spectral block are shown in Figure

26 below. This factor includes most of the structural irdormation contained in the

observed IR spectra including the multiple peaks between 1500 and 2400 cm "t.

the sharp peak at 2612 cm "t, and fine broad peak centered on 3000 cm "t. Since

finese spectral features all have negative Ioadings, finey are all correlated in their

contribution to t.his model factor. "ITtis factor also includes fine spectral regions

at either end of fine scan range (400 to 800 cm "t and 3200 to 4000 cm t) urifin fine
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low wavenumber regioninverselycorrelatedto thestructurepeaks mentioned

aboveand thehigherwavenumber regionofthespectra.Recallthatthisfactor

is what accounted for the PLS model's predictive ability for the intermediate water

content samples. Therefore, if one wanted to select spectral regions for

monitoring the intermediate water concentration, 3000 cm "t and 600 cm "t might

be the best wavelengths.

Factor2Loading,Raw FT-IRData(rn)2-FactorMode[
0.06......................

tt_ _

0.04 ,.,¢i

•, 0.02 ' ,._,V,,,_L

:>.

.o.o2 .... ,, ,
I I,4 ....... L_

-0.04..... 1 [ _ ] I

-0.06 ...... -_

-0.08 " "
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 -_000

Wavenmber (cm- t)

Figure 26, Spectral loadings for the second factor of the raw FT-IR

data PLS model.

Of course, one must remember that this factor was derived only after the

information described by the first factor was removed from the calibration data

set. The actual PLS model combines the information contained in both loading

vectors to obtain a single regression vector to be used in prediction. The

regression vector for the 2-factor PLS model of the raw spectra is shown in Figure

27. This vector, when multiplied by the spectral response for a new unknown
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sample, wiU provide the P_ model estimate, or prediction, of the wt% water in

the sample. The most important spectral regions for the prediction appear to be

the region around 3000 cm "_and the region between 500-700 cm "_. These two

regions of the FT-IR spectra are inversely correlated to each oflaer. The step-wlse

wavelength selection multiple linear regression (MLR) identified the two "best"

wavelengths for predict.ion as 2914 cm "_and 642 cm "*with a standard error of

estimation of 1.36 wt% water. These step-wise wavelength selection results were

obtalned using cross validation and are based on choosing the wavelengths that

minimized the total prediction errors. These results are in good agreement with

the P_ model resets discussed above.

Re( rcssion Codf. for Raw F'I".IR Dam (m) ;!.Factor Mode!

0.06 ..... _o.o# .......... in "" -_ ....

0.02 /._1
_, 0 .........

_,_ ........ -

...... f /
............ I I i_.o.o_ , ] I

-0.08 , ' _..j .....

-0.I ........... -o 5oo looo _s'oo 2o00 2soo 3ooo 3soo ,)_:,-_
Wavenumber (cm- 1)

Figure 27. The re_esslon vector for the 2-factor P_ model derived
from the uncorrected FT-IR spectra and the x_rt%water
concentration values.
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Model Results Based on Baseline Correction Methods

In this ne_ section we will present the results obtained when the various

correction methods are applied to reduce the influence of the variable baseline

offset on the PLS models. Recall from above, that the variable baseline offsets are

mainly due to scattering effects related to surface roughness and throughput

effects related to the smnple's level relative to the focal point of the IR beam within

the diffuse reflectance apparatus. Since none of these contributions are directly

related to the water concentration within the sample (except the surface

smoothness since the higher water content samples are actually more closely

packed particles or slurries than the drier material), it seems logical that efforts

to reduce the variation in the spectra due to the baseline offsets would lead to

better calibration models. There have been a number of methods developed to

attempt to correct for these types of baseline offsets within the diffuse reflectance

community, both in the mid infrared and near infrared regions. In this study we

investigated sDc commonly applied correction methods and evaluated their

effectiveness in Lmproving the calibration results. The methods studied included:

• Normalizing each spectra to the mean absorbance value for the
spectra,

- Normalizing each spectra to its area (the sum of all absorbance
values for the spectra).

• First and second derivative (with pre-smoothtng) of each spectra
individually,

• The Kubelka-Munk transform,

• Multiplicative Signal Correction (MSC)7applied to each set of samples
individually (i.e., the five replicate scans associated with each
moisture level),

• MSC applied over all the samples in the calibration set.
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The resultsofthe correctionmethods are presentedin Table 12 and briefly

discussedbelow.

Number Standard Slope of Pearson's Standard
of Factors Error of Regression Correlation Error of
in Model Prediction CIR.2) Statistic Estimation

F__z_ , . , !J 'u __ J. ''"U ......... -L .... _'LJ"L__ . C" rr'r i,,,r fl _r ....... ,,,,,,",, :T,: ,,, "', , ,_: , "_'

Raw 2 1.415 0.961 0.98 1.31
Data

................. , ,,,

Mean 4 1.529 0.957 0.98 1.36
Normalized

i , , l ,, ,,,.,, L ,

.... _rea 3 1.710 0.944 0.97 1.55
Normalized

First 3 1.297 0.968 0.98 I. 18
Derivative

Second .... 3 I. 141 0.975 0.98 1.04
Derivative

Kubelka 4 1.319 0.968 0.98 i. 18
Munk

........ ,, • , ,,..,, , , ,.,.,, ,

MSC 3 1.192 0.972 0.98 1.09
(each set) _

,,.. .., [ ,,,,

MSC 4 19.67' 0.972 0.98 I.I0
(combined)

,., .,;. ,,_ , ,, ,,, . .......

Tabl(_ 12.The summary statistics for the PLS models derived from the FT-IR
spectra after applying the different baseline correction methods to the
spectral data, [" Note the SEP value is art_cially high [or this method
since it ts adjusted by the sample's leverage in the calibration model and
there were a few samples with abnormally high leverage in this data.
See discussion.]

In practice the derivative methods were implemented using the "GAP" derivative

method 8 preceded by moving window smoothing. In this study, we used a gap

size of 5 cm _ for the derivative and a smoothing window size of 21 cm _. The

appropriate amount or"smoothing required to achieve useful derivative spectra

and the gap size for the derivative are adjustable parameters that could be

optimized for the particular spectral responses encountered but this was not

pursued in this study. After the derivatives were obtained, cross validation was
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used to findthe appropriatenumber of PLS model factorsand the model was

estimated.The P_ models derivedfrom thederivativespectraperformed better

than the raw spectra'smodel with the second derivativemodel doing slightly

betterthan the firstderivativemodel (SEP values of 1.141 versus 1.297 wt%

water, respectively). In both cases the first PLS factor accounted for about 90%

of the spectral Lrfformation and about 92% of the water concentration information.

The remaining factors each described relatively minor amounts of information

from both blocks to add corrections for the highest and lowest water

concentration samples.

Of the two normalization steps, area normalization actually performed quite a bit

worse than the raw data while the mean normalized spectra's model was only

slightly worse than the raw data model. This is despite the fact that more factors

were used in both of the normalized spectra models. It was interesting to note

that both normalizations gave very sirnflar PLS models. The fact that the mean

normalized model outperformed the area normalized one is mainly due to the fact

that an additional factor was suggested by the cross validation studies. For both

models, the first factor described about 8.5% of the spectral Information and about

88% of the water concentration information. As in the case for the derivative

treatment, the remaining factors consisted of smaller corrections for the high and

low water content samples.

The Kubelka-Munk (K/S) transformation achieved a modest Improvement in the

predictive ability of the model over the model derived from the raw spectral

responses. The formula for the Kubelka-Munk transformation is as follows:
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background))Kubelka-Munk = (1)

background JJ

The PLS model based on the K/S spectra was dominated by the very high leverage

attributed to spectra #8. In fact the fourth factor in this model only describes the

relationship of sample #8 to the other samples. The fLrst factor includes

information from the high and low water content samples but the relatively little

information from the intermediate water samples. The K/S transform was only

partially able to correct for the baseline offset.

The MSC method attempts to correct for th_ baseline offset by regressing the

observed spectra against their mean spectrum and then using the least squares

coefficients to correct the individual spectra. Mathematically, the MSC correction

can be represented by the following equations:

x_ = l,at +i,b(+e_ (2)

where x_represents spectrum/, x is the mean spectrum for the set of spectra, and

a_ and bt are parameters to be estimated by the least squares regression. Once

a_ and b t have been determined, the spectrum, x_, can be corrected by the

following equation:

where k represents the individual wavelengths of the spectrum t. The MSC

technique was applied in two different ways to the FT-IR spectra collected in this

study. In the first approach, we selected the five replicate spectra collected at
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eachwaterconcentrationexperimentalpointand appliedtheMSC correctionto

each ofthe 15 setsof5 spectraindividually.Vv_nenappliedintl-dsmanner, the

MSC shouldordycorrectforthevariationsinbaselineoffsetdue tovariationsLn

sample position and orientation within the IR beam. The results from this

approach are labeled "MSC (each set)" in Table 12 above. This approach gave the

second best model results that are actually quite close to the second derivative

approach.

The second application of the MSC method was to apply the correction on the

entire calibration data set. This is how MSC is usually applied. However, for this

data set the MSC correction introduces some artifacts when applied to the entire

data set. Spectra #66 #67 and #71 are exaggerated relative to the other samples

due to their unique negative absorbance with respect to the mean, or average,

spectrum. As the mean spectrum needs to span both the high and low water

spectral patterns, the multiplicative term, bLin Equation 3 above, goes negative

for these samples. This leads to scaling up, rather than down, of the corrected

spectra for these samples. We are currently investigating this phenomenon

further. Consequently, these three samples dominate the PLS model with the

first factor (which describes 90% of the corrected spectral information and 14%

of the concentration profile information) is only modeling the difference between

these three samples and all the others.

In general then, the second derivative treatment gave the best results for removing

the baseline offsets while retaining the information needed to develop good

calibration models. Fortunately, is also one of the easier correction methods to

apply. The drawback to this correction approach is that the PLS loading plots are

much more di_cult to interpret when working with derivative spectra. Another

potential drawback is the loss of resolution associated with the smoothing and

derivative steps. With solid phase spectra this should not be much of a .#actor

since the peaks tend to be broader anyway. The next best baseline offset
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correctionmethod proved to be the MSC ofthe b_dividu_1setsof spectra. It

should be noted thatallthebaselineoffsetcorrectionmethods allowedthe cross

vg_lidat.Lonstudiestoselectone or more addiUon_ factorsforinclusionintothe

P_ model relativeto the raw spectramodel. However. these addildon_ factors

were typicallyused to correctfor nonlineareffectsrelatedto the change in

spectralfeaturesoccun-Lngwound 10 wt% water. These norL1£ne_corrections

could not be detected in the uncorrected response dam. probably due to the

higherresldus_1,or"noise"level,relatedtothe baselineoffsets.Figure9.8shows

an example of this type of nontLneg.rstructurethat is clearlyrelatedto the

differencebetween the high and low water concentrationspectra."[_espectra

from #I to #35 have increasingwater from 0.6 wt% to7.23 wt%, _e remah-U_ng

spectra(#35 to #75)have increasingwater contentabove 10 wt%. Clearlythere

isa major nonline_weffect_at the linearP_ must try.to model.

Third Score Vector from Kubelka-Mtmk Corrected S )ectra Model
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Figure 28, Spectra scores on the third PLS factor of the Kubelka-Munk
corrected spectra model.
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Separate High and Low Water PLS Models

In the previous sections we pointed out that one of the problems with modeling

the FT-IR spectra was the dramatic change in the spectral response between low

water content samples (with wt% water below I0) and high water content samples

(above I0 wt% water). In this section we will discuss two approaches to the

problem. The first is to simply break the data set up into high and low water sets

and then build a separate PLS model on each set. The advantage to this

approach is that the PLS models should give better performance since they do not

have tomodel both types of spectral responses. Since any of the PLS models

discussed above are easily able to distinguish between the high and low water

samples (usually using only the first factor) it should be relatively easy to have a

screening model that covers the wide range of water concentration to predict the

gross water content as either high or low. Based on the screening model

prediction, one would then use the more detailed model that spans the predicted

wt% water concentration in either the high or low wt% water range.

Table 13 shows the PLS model statistics for separate models built with the

uncorrected spectra for samples 1-7 (spectra 1-35) which cover the range of 0.6

to 7.2 wt% water (the LOW model) and for samples 8-15 (spectra 36-75) which

cover the range of 10.4 to 22.2 wt% water (the HIGH model). Notice that the

model errors for the LOW model are much better than we obtained for any of the

spectral correction methods. Of course, the spectral corrections could be applied

to this spectral calibration data as weLl with the expected reduction in the

prediction errors. For the HIGH model however, the improvements are not quite

so good in going from the full range model to the limited moisture range model.

While the prediction errors are still about as good as the best baseline offset

correction methods, and better than the raw data, the improvements were not as

dramatic as we obtained for the LOW model•
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_'Number of Standard Siope of _" Pearson;s Standard
Factors In Error of Regression Correlation Error of

Model Prediction CR2) Statistic Estimation

Raw 2 1.415 0.961 0.98 1.31
Data

, ,,,,,,, ,, ...... , ,, , ,,

LC)W 3 0.412 0.978 0.99 0.34
Model

HIGH 3 1.328 0.891 0.94 1.10
Model

"'" ,',, 'u' ',"

Table 13, The summary statistics for the two PLS models derived from
the FT-IR spectra In either the low wt% water or the high
wt% water ranges.

The last method we Investigated was Locally Weighted Regression 9'_° (LWR) as a

means to deal with the nonlinear difference In the spectral response between the

high and low water content samples. In LWR, each unknown sample is calibrated

for Lndividually by selecting the spectra/responses, and concentrations, from the

calibration set that are most similar to the spectra of the unknown sample and

using those "similar" samples to build a local model for predicting the unknown's

concentration. During the model development stage this process can be

simulated by using cross validation to flnd appropriate model parameters and

obtain estimates of the method's performance for unknown samples. Before we

can proceed with a discussion of the model building step we need to establish a

method for selecting samples that are "similar" to our unknown sample's spectral

response.

The SIngular. Value Decomposition (SVD) is a well-established numerical method

for decomposing any matrix of data Into its component basis vectors. The basic

equation for the SVD is as follows:

X = U • S • v T (4)
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where X isour matrixofcalibrationsetspectrawith each sample'sspectrum

arranged as a row of X and each column of X is the response at a particular

wavelength over all the calibration set samples. The U matrix, called the left

singular vectors, is a coUection of orthogonal vectors, each of length m where m

equals the number of rows in X, which describe the covariation among the rows

of X. U has k columns where k is equal to the rank of X. The columns of U are

strictly analogous to the score vectors from the PLS model and can be interpreted

in the same way. The matrix S is a k by k square matrix who's diagonal elements

are called the singular values of X and whose off diagonal elements are all zero.

The singular values describe the relative magnitude of the left and right singular

vectors. Recalling back to our PLS model, the singular values are related to how

much variance in X is described by the individual u and v singular vectors. The

matrix V, called the right singular vectors, is a collection of k orthogonal vectors,

like U, except that the V vectors have a length n where n is equal to the number

of wavelengths, or columns, in X and describe the covariation among the columns

in X. The superscript T on the V matrix merely indicates the transpose of the

matrix. The V vectors are again strictly analogous to the loading vectors of the

PLS model.

The important point about this discussion is that either the U or V matrices

contain alI the information present in X. Therefore, one convenient method for

determining if a sample's spectrum is similar to the calibration set spectra is to

convert the spectrum into a set of score values and compare the new sample's

scores to the scores from the calibration set spectra. The scores for the new

sample are calculated by:

u.,_ = x.,_ * V (5)
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where u_, isa Iby k vectorofscorevaluesforthenew sample.The distanceof

thenew sample'sspectrumtoallthecalibrationsetspectraisthen calculatedby

computing itsEuclideandistancetothe calibrationspectrain thescorespace

definedby U as follows:

U=U*S; zj =uj-un_

(6)

where ujistherow ofU containingthescoresforthecalibrationsetsamplejand

djisthentheEuclideandistanceofthenew sampletosamplejinthescorespace.

Once we have thedistancesofthenew sampletoallthecalibrationsetsamples,

we simplypicksome number ofcalibrationsamplestoformthemodel based on

their minimal distance from our new sample. This is the local part of locally

weighted regression.

The last wrinkle is that if we pick I0 calibration set samples to form our model,

we want to weight those samples with the smallest distance to our unknown

higher than the samples that are further away (and thus less similar). This is the

weighting part of locally weighted regression. This weighting is accomplished as

follows:

% =

where dIisthedistanceofsamplej totheur_own and dfisthedistanceofthe

i_al,orfurthest,calibrationsetsampleused inthemodeldevelopmentfrom the

unknown. The weightsforeach ofthechosencalibrationsetsamples,wj,are

collectedintoa weightvectorW. Now we arereadyforthe regressionpartof

locallyweightedregressionby buildingthemodel:
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Wy = Wxb (8)

which we solve as

[ ]-l XT W2b= X_*w 2*X • • ,y (9)

where now X refers to the selected calibration set sample's score vectors, W is the

diagonal matrix of weights and y is the vector of wt% water concentrations for the

selected samples from the calibration set. Equation 9 is really Just a weighted

Principal Component Regression (PCR) with a subset of the full calibration set.

The preceding discussion omitted some details about scaling and preprocesslng

so the interested reader should consult the literature before attempting to

implement the algorithm outlined above. A one and a half page MATLAB script

is available from the Author on request.

In generathng a LWR model there are two parameters that must be established.

The first is the order, or rank, of the SVD decomposition. The second is the

number of samples from the fuU calibration set to use in generating the local

model. Both of these parameters can be determined using the techniques of cross

validation described earlier. For the uncorrected FT-IR spectral data, it was found

that a six-factor model employing 30% of the calibration set samples gave the best

results (paying attention to the dangers of overfitting). The results of the model

are given in Table 14 and plotted in Figure 29. The LWR results are the best we

were able to produce for the IR spectra and are in the same range (in terms of

expected errors in predicting moisture) as the NIR results described above. By

restricting the model to include only those samples with similar spectra, the LWR

model can automatically account for the sharp nonlinear response change in the

spectra and correct for the variable baseline offsets much better than the PLS

models built on the full data set. While the LWR modeling is inherently more

complicated than PLS or other modeling methods, the actual computation time
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for model estimation and for prediction is only slightly longer than the more

traditional methods. It should be noted that the LWR method described above is

based on determining "similar" samples in the spectral response space. Under

development are LWR methods which define "locality" in both the spectra/and

concentration spaces. Preliminary results suggest that this modification

improve the LWR method. We should also mention that the LWR method could

also be applied to the visible spectra/data to improve the predictive model in that

spectra/ domain. For the NIR data, the PLS model was a single factor linear

model so no improvement is expected by applying LWR to that data.

--Number .... Standard 'Slope of Pearson's' Standard"
of Factors Error of Regression Correlation Error of
in Model Prediction (R2) Statistic Estimation

Raw
2 1.415 0.961 0.98 1.31

Data

LWR
6 0.680 0.989 0.99 0.677

Model

Table 1.4. The summary statistics for the LWR model based on a local
region consisting of thirty percent of the samples from the
FT-IR spectra calibration data set (no baseline offset
correction).
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Actual versus PredictedV_ue# for LWR Model

20 =

-
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Figure 29. Actual versus predicted wt% water for the uncorrected FT-
IR spectra using locally weighted regression. Note that the
largest prediction errors occur at the crossover point in the
spectral response change around 10 w_% water.

Conclusions

In tl_s study we have concentrated on answering the question related to the

feasibility of moisture prediction using spectral information. The approach we

took was the use of prepared surrogate waste samples with a range of moisture

levels and spectral information obtained in the visible, near-lnfrared, and mid-

infrared regions combined with multivariate calibration methods. Since t.has

preliminary study was aimed at establishing the feasibility of the approach, many

aspects of experimental design were chosen to eliminate factors that could

complicate the moisture calibrataon. Variations due to compositional makeup of

the crust material, particle size effects, and experimental setup could all affect the

prediction of moisture from the spectral measurements. These effects will be
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more fullyexploredinthenextphase ofthework. Even so,therewere many

interestingobservationstocome outofthisstudy.Basedon therestzltsobtained

so far,itisanticipatedthatmoisturecan be determinedfrom opticalreflectance

measurements made on thecrustmaterial.

Since different spectral regions were studied in this phase of the project, one can

make some general observations as to the relative merits of each spectral region

with regard to moisture monitoring. The initial studies show that the NIR

spectral region is better suited to moisture calibration than either the VIS or IR

regions. For the NIP, region the standard error of estimation is roughly half a

weight percent for water while for the "v'ISspectral region it is about three times

larger and for the IR region the results are somewhere in between (depending on

the preprocessing used). The standard errors of prediction, based on cross

validation results, are in good agreement with these values indicating that the PLS

models are not overfitting the data. As a further check, the predicted value for

the moisture content of the bulk simulant was predicted to be 9.37 wt% using the

NIR model and the gravimetric determination obtained by drying was 9,63 wt%.

The NIR models were also better suited to predicting the low, or zero. water

concentration samples than the VIS model. The IR models required more

extensive spectral preprocesslng to achieve reasonable results. Finally, the NIR

spectral model was a simpler model that did not require additional factors to

account for nonlinear and interference corrections required by the VIS and IR

models.

While the visible spectra models were not able to achieve the same level of

performance as the other spectral regions, the results obtained may prove to be

more than adequate. It is not clear that moisture monitoring in the tanks needs

to be better than a few wt% water, and the visible model can certainly achieve

that. A visible light sensing system has some attractive aspects in terms of low

cost and simplicity. For remote observation, existing video or photographic
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techniques could be modified to obtain spectral information needed to determine

_e water content, One potential problem that was not addressed in tl_is phase

of the study is the presence of _e very white leachate often found on _e crust

surface, Since we were working wi_ a bulk crust surrogate, the effect of this

leachate layer on the moisture calibrations was not investigated in t.his study.

For the rrfld-infrared (IR) studies, perhaps most interesting aspect is the marked

change that occurs in the measured iR diffuse reflectance spectra over a very"

narrow water concentration range. "13_iscomplicated _e calibration for the IR

spectra and limited the performance of t.he linear calibration approaches. _ was

mentioned in _e result section, this could prove to be a valuable phenomenon if

it proves to be reproducible in _e tard¢ crust en,cironment. The potential exlsts

to develop a very' simple type of IR sensor _at would be able to veri_ moisture

above or below _is threshold. It is also interesting that _e LWR model could

develop very good predictive models even vci_ this nonlinear response change.

In fact the LWR model was the best model for t.he IR spectra even though none of

the pre-processing me_ods to remove scatter effects were required. Presumably,

combining tile preprocessing wl_ _e LWR calibration could improve the IR

results even more.

While _e IR resets are very prornlsing, Were are also some ird_erent drawbacks

to the IR technology as a remote sensing system. First and perhaps most

important, the IR radiation will have a very" limited effective interaction path vci_

the solid crust material. "I_aerefore, changes in _e compositional mal(eup of the

crust material, particle size effects, and experimental setup wlll all complicate the

prediction of moisture from _e IR spectral measurements. Of course the or.her

spectral regions are also affected by these parameters albeit not as stringently.

,Also one has to consider _e cost of instn.tmentation, ease of use and calibration,

and s_tabilit'y to the monitoring environment all of which are slightly against t.he

IR technology. On We o_er hand, We tCIR region has the advantages of more
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light interaction wiM the surface and sub-surface material, simpler calibration

procedures, and potentially more accessible and cheaper hardware required for

remote sensing or fiber optic sensing.

It should be noted that for t.b.esimple experimental design implemented for these

tests, the full spectrum calibration model presented here is not required.

,_dtl_ough not reported here, s_ar results were also obtained using a two, or

tl_ee, wavelength m_tiple linear regression models for be VIS and NIR spectral

data. The wavelength selection me_ods did not perform as well for the IR data

due malrtly to the more complicated response of t.he spectra to different moisture

levels. Botl_ the reduced wavelength and fuU spectrum calibration me_ods have

t.heir own relative merits. "I"ne fuU spectrum method has t.he added advantages

of increased diagnostic int'ormation_ ability to handle more complex relationships,

and increased robustness gained t.hrough signal averaging. "l_ne reduced

wavelength met.hods yield models Mat can be directly transferred to discrete

element optical sensors that may be better suited to Me type of remote on-line

application being envisioned for be waste tank morLitoring. "[_nefinal choice for

which method gets applied wiU depend more on the complexity of Me spectra and

or.her sensing constraints for in-tank monltoring than on the ird_erent strengths

or wealcnesses of Me different approaches.

On the basis of the available results from the Phase I studies, we recommend

that the fttrther development work for Me moisture monltoring effort concentrate

on the _ spectral region. Our resets show that NIR gave very good predictive

models. The _ region also has many advantages for working in the tazuk

environment that make it the most likely candidate for successfl.fl Implementation

as an on-llne monltoring method.
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Appendix A. PLS Calibration

In this appendix we will describe the Partial Least Squares (PLS) method used in

the modeling study. PLS is a multivariate regression method used to develop

predictive models that describe the relationship between two or more blocks, or

sources, of data. In this study the two blocks of data consist of the measured

spectral responses (which we will call the X-block) and the weight percent water

values (which we will call the Y-block). The PLS method works by const:

latent, or pseudo, variables in each block that describe the important mu1_ _

information within the individual blocks and the correlated information bcL ,_:,

the two blocks. Conceptually, PLS is closely related to the Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) and Principal Component Regression (PCR) methods and these will

be briefly described to provide the background needed to understand the PLS

algorithm.

In PCA, the goal is to describe the multivariate structure present in data from a

single source or block. This is accompUshed by decomposing the original data

matrix, X, into a summation of orthogonal rank one matrices. The component

sub-matrices of X can further be decomposed as the outer product of two vectors,

often called the score (t) and loading (p) v, for historical reasons. This

decomposition is shown mathematically in _wing equation

X = X, 4-X, 4-.--4-X. = t,p_ + t,p_+-.-.top"
t,,|

where n is the maximum dimensionality, or rank, of X and is equal to the smaller

of the row or column dimension in X. Note: in thisreport, matrices are denoted

as bold upper case letters, vectors are column vectors and are denoted as bold

lower case letters, scalars are represented as non-bold lower case letters, and the

superscript T represents the transpose of a matrix or vector.
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Typically.thedecompositionisperformedsuch thatthefirstsub-matrix describes

the greatestamount ofvariance,or information,about X and each successive

sub-matrix describesa lesseramount o[variance that is independent of,or

orthogonalto,the precedingsub-matrices.Frequentlyin multivariatedata. the

pseudo-rank of a matrix is significantlyless Uhan itsdimensJonali_ due to

correlationamong the rows and/or columns ofthe matrix.,Asa consequence, the

firstfew sub-matrices(orscoreand loadingvectorpairs)may containmost ofthe

relevantinformationwhile the remaining sub-matrices contain mostly random

vmiance (i.e.,noise) or non-interestingminor variance. Therefore, the

decompositionisusuallyperformed as shown in the followingequation

i:

X:_t,pT +E :TP T +E (ll)
L,,I

where k isthen chosen such thatthe relevantinformationisdescribed by the

scoreand loadingvectorswhilethe uninterestingvarianceand most ofthe noise

remains in the error,or residual,matrixE. There existsseveralstatisticsand

procedures fordetermining the pseudo-rank, k,ofa matrix. One ofthe most

common testsinvolvescrossvalidationwhere partofthe datainX isremoved, the

decompositionisperformed on the remainingdata,and then the missing data is

re-estimatedfrom the score/loadingpairs.The number ofscore/loadingpairs

(oftensimply calledfactors)thatproduces the lowesterrorsin re-estimatingthe

missing data is selectedas the pseudo-rank, k, of the matrix. The cross

validationisoftenperformed many timeswith differentdata being removed each

time todevelopstatisticalconfidenceinthe optimalvalue fork.

For each factor of the model, the score vector, t describes the correlation's and

covariance among the rows of X and the loading vector, p, describes the

covariance and correlation among the columns of X. Each of the score and

loading vectors is simply a particular linear combination of the original

, measurement samples or variables, respectively, that describes a multivariate

t
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structure in the original data. Collectively, the score and loading matrices, T and

P, each describes all of the relevant information in X segregated into an

orthogona/row and column space. The advantages of such a decomposition are

that 1) the original data in X, with its complex multivariate correlation's, can be

represented by the independent axes of the score or loading space to obtain a

simplified representation of the structure in the data and 2) by selecting the

appropriate number of factors, one can effectively separate the relevant

information in X from the "noise".

"l_le preceding PCA discussion dealt with the case where one onlyhas a single

block, or source, of data. In the present study we axe dealing with two sources

of data, the spectral responses and the water concentration. In this case we are

interested in describing the multivariate relationships between the two sources.

One approach to this problem would be to perform separate PCA decompositions

on the two blocks of data as shown in Equation 12 below.

X = TxP. z + E.

Y = T_P_ + E_; or for a single y vector • t_ = y (12)

Once theprecedingdecompositionshavebeenperformed,onecouldsimplyutilize

the scorematricesTx and t_as replacementsforX and Y and perform the

standardmultiplelinearregression(MLR) to obtainthe regressionequation

relatingthetwo blocksasshown inthenexttwo equations.

Y = XTb

T_ = T_b; fora single y vector • y = T_b (13)

Solving for the vector of regression coefficients, b, involves tal_g the generalized

inverse of Tx (since Tx is _ raxd¢ wit/%orthogonal columns _s inversion presents

no numerical problems) as follows.
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_)= (T:T,)'IT:T,; forastngle yvector : b = (T:T,)'_T:y (1.4)

Equations13 and 14 aboverepresentthePCR method. "I_erearetwo problems

withthisapproach.Fh'st,indoingthePCA decompositionthenumber offactors,

k,toretaininthePCA modelsisbasedo_y on theinformationcontainedtneach
I

separateblock.Itispossiblethatimportantstructurerelatingthetwoblocksof

datamay notbe includedinthemodelffitIsminorrelativetotheva.riancewit1-Ltn

each block.The secondproblem isthateven fftheb'ffonnationdescribingthe

relations_pbetween thetwo sourcesisincludedInthePCA model,itmay be

"spread"overtwo or more factorsrequiringa more complexPCR model.

The PLS method attemptstoaddressthesetwo limitationsofthePCR approach

by calculatingfactorswithineach blockthatareboth descriptiveofthemajor

withInblockva_riance(likePCA) and descriptiveofthecorrelationbetween the

blocks{likeMLR). PLS accomplishesthesegoalsby decomposingboth blocks

simultaneouslyusingan Iterativealgorithmand sharingInformationbetweenthe

two blocksinperformingthe decompositions.The PLS algorithmproceedsas

follows.

1) First estimate a score vector, u, for the Y-block usIng the first

column of the Y-block:

11--" , Y'.I
iluruil (15}

where I Iu'ru[ I is the Euclidean norm of u.

2) Calculate the X-block weight vector, w, using the estimated Y-

block score vector u.
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XTu (16)
w = iiwTwl I

3) Calculate the X-block score vector, t.

t = xp (17)

if there is only one Y-block variable, then there axe no

further iterations and the algorithm goes to Step 6.

4) Calculate the Y-block loading vector, q, using the X-block score

vector, t.

yrt
q--_

Ilqrqll (18)

5) Calculate a new score vector, u, for the Y-block.

u=Yq (19)

At this point check are made for convergence. If the algorithm

has converged, then proceed to Step 6, otherwise go back up

to Step 2 with the new u vector.

6) Calculate the X-block loading vector, p, and re-scale the

results.

Xrt

p=
t = tllpTpll (20)

P
p = i'ipTpll
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7} Calculate the inner relationship, b.

b= ut
Iltrtll (21)

S) Subtract the variance described by this factor from the X-block

and the Y-block.

X= X-tp r

y = y _tbq_- (22)

9) If the next factor is to be calculated, substitute the X and Y

calculated in Step 8 and loop back up to Step i. Otherwise,

the X and Y calculated in Step 8 become the residual matrices

for the X-block and the Y-block, respectively.

Once the algorithm has calculated the desired number of factors, the regression

coefficient vector, b, can be estimated as follows:

(23)f W)'_Q: foraslngle yvector • b W(PTW) "_B = W_P T = y
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